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Abstract This paper describes development of visualization library, which is named as LexADV VSCG,
for very large scale on the next generation supercomputer. At this moment, the next generation su-
percomputer, which is called as exa-scale computer, is not designed clearly. We predict the exa-scale
computer and research the possibility of new software which is optimized for the exa-scale computer.
In this work, we show how to visualize and deal with ultra large scale FE and particle based data
with very fine resolution. LexADV VSCG just provide only simple API for drawing and rendering
triangles and lines including transparent and solid colors.

Keywords: Exa-scale computing, parallel finite element method, parallel particle-based method,
ultra high resolution

1 Introduction

The large scale FE analysis would be bottleneck using supercomputer systems[1-4]. However a
commodity computer system becomes popular and faster than ever and graphic accelerator becomes
20 times faster than 10 years before at moderate estimation. The Kei supercomputer can generate
numerical computation result of over tera bytes. Even if using data compression technique, network
bandwidth is not enough for data transmission through the Internet. In the next generation super-
computer, the data transmission problem will be obvious and we will not be able to handle post
processing, which is an examination task using visualization software system after simulation, on
outside computers. There are two ways to solve the problem. One is the data compression which
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is reduced data set composed by coarse volume data or coarse facet data using parallel computer
environment[5-8]. The data set becomes much smaller than the original data and we can handle the
post processing with interactivity. The other is the direct visualization on the supercomputer which
is sequential post processing after numerical simulation[9-11]. However computer visualization as
a post processing in the finite element analysis provides important user experience. From a point of
this view, visualization on the computer could not provide experience well in the past. In addition,
the architecture of the next generation supercomputer is just determined. In the background, the au-
thors have developed scientific visualization library: LexADV VSCG[9,12-14] with high portability
for any computer environment. In this study, several results are shown and a design and an actual
implementation for the library through the visualized results are discussed.

2 LexADV VSCG library

2.1 Fundamental ideas of design and implementation

Fundamental ideas of LexADV VSCG are as follows[3].

• Simple implementation for any environment: independent from OS

• Multiple images to be one image using z-buffer: parallel processing

• No other special hardware and libraries: independent from specific environment issue

• Handling very fine resolution by well-designed software: key idea for ultra large scale data

• Impressive image by well-designed algorithm and implementation: key idea using very fine
resolution

These ideas are important keys for high reliability on the future supercomputer. As mentioned above,
we don’t know the actual next generation supercomputer very well. In order to ensure those ideas,
we have decided rendering processes conducted by software without any other software library.
LexADV VSCG is a simple library software which provides application programming interface for
scientific visualization. In short, LexADV VSCG is usually integrated into a simulation code and
doesn’t use any specific hardware accelerators and software libraries which are developed by other
research group and companies.
Image data structure has additional several bits to represent depth information and dot product by
surface normal and view direction. The structure possess extended z-buffer information. The advan-
tages of the extended z-buffer are suited for parallel computers on which the images are rendered
in parallel. The images are usually stored at the local node storage or stay in local memory. For
example, if a supercomputer has totally 50,000 cores, FE mesh also is subdivided into 50,000 parts.
View camera is fixed at 200 locations, 10,000,000 images are rendered at least. We should merge
all of these images into 200 images in this case. As a result, the merging process needs huge data
transmission between nodes. Merging tasks are sequentially processed as shown in Fig. 1. If the
tasks are processed for 16 times, 216 images can be merged into one.
Visualization technique of LOD (Level Of Detail) is a practical idea to deal with a very fine FE mesh.
Simplicity of handling the visualized results is important. LOD requires several level of data set for
one analysis model. In case of massively parallel data, we have to manage hundreds of thousands of
data sets. Furthermore, very large scale FE data can be generated on only a supercomputer. If com-
putation from modeling to visualization is conducted on a supercomputer, computing cost would be
larger than we expected at first. In order to overcome these difficulties, we have decided to generate
105 × 105 pixels image in parallel and we just merge hundreds of thousands of images into one on
the supercomputer.
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Figure 1: Image merging process in parallel environment.

2.2 Implementation and functions

LexADV VSCG is implemented in C language which is compatible with C99 standard. Any kind
of compiler on supercomputers usually doesn’t provide the latest standard, because reliability and
performance are required to compilers. Since a reliability is strongly demanded in scientific vi-
sualization, LexADV VSCG needs no other library except for standard C library defined in C99
standard. Functions in the library are shown in table 1. The library provides very fundamental
functions to draw and render triangles with gradated colors in accordance with specified physical
quantity, i.e. von Mieses stress σ and principal stresses σ1, σ2 and σ3 and so on. One of the target
application of the library is particle based method, i.e. Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) and
Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH). A sphere is represented by a polyhedron which consists
of 80 or 320 triangles. An example of particle visualization is shown in Fig.2. Total numbers of
polygons affect total time to get an image, however it is important for users to choose fine or coarse
visualization result. In the very fine image, differences between fine and coarse polyhedron do not
make large difference of both of images.

3 How to get interactivity using the library

In the development of LexADV VSCG library, the objective is clearly limited to applications to
very large scale fine mesh and huge number of particles. The library doesn’t provide such usual
techniques for high quality rendering image, which are ray casting and glow shading. As a result of
these limitation, the implementation goes back to fundamental techniques by drawing triangle facet
and shading on the flat triangle. However, huge number of fine facet and particle which represented
by triangle facets, the quality of the image rendered by the library is enough for scientific visualiza-
tion with the supercomputer.
Interactivity of visualization is one of the most important issue in the scientific post processing. Re-
gretfully the latest supercomputer doesn’t provide any interactive connection with user’s computer.
All of programs are controlled by job controlling system on the supercomputer. LexADV VSCG
library is able to generate very fine image with 105 × 105 pixels resolution. The image has enough
information with regards to fine FE mesh. Usual image viewer can easily handle the large image by
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Table 1: Implemented fundamental functions for scientific visualization

Figure 2: Particle representation by a polyhedron: coarse polyhedron in left side and fine
polyhedron in right side.
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shrinking to appropriate size as an engineer needs. We require interactivity of rotation of an object
too. The system provides multiple viewpoints image generation as shown in Fig. 3. Simple spherical
polar coordinate system and the description rule of the file name including the coordinate system are
defined as described in Fig. 4. The rule is easily extended to other coordinate system, i. e. Euler’s
angle definition. There are two ways to describe rotation of an object in the library. First way

Figure 3: Multiple view points for off-line interactive visualization.

• Name: arbitrary numbers and alphabets within 256 letters
• Sequential number: distinguishing analysis case by 8 digits
• and in degree: angle in degree , i.e. 01050 = 10.50
• Time step: time for dynamic analysis by 6 digits

Example:

{name}_{seq. num.}_{ in deg.}_{ in deg.}_{time step}.png

MechanicalPart_00000001_01050_00050_000000.png

Figure 4: Notation rule for camera position in spherical surface.

directly describes rotation matrix. Second way is Rodrigues vector (k1, k2, k3). Rodrigues’ rotation
formula is described as follows

K =




0 −k3 k2
k3 0 −k1
−k2 k1 0


 (1)

R = I+ (sin θ)K+ (1− cos θ)K2 (2)

where θ is length of Rodrigues vector. Camera position is notated in spherical polar coordinate. The
distance from the center of an object to camera is constant, which is 1. Amplitude θ is an angle
between z-axis and radius vector. Amplitude φ is an angle between x-axis and projected vector of
radius vector to x-y plane. In actual implementation, the camera is fixed at (0, 0,−1). In order to
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describe the notation, camera positions should be calculated by



x
y
z


 = R−1




0
0
−1


 (3)




cos θ =
z√

x2 + y2 + z2
(0 ≤ θ ≤ π)

cosφ =
x√

x2 + y2
, sinφ =

y√
x2 + y2

(0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π)
(4)

where x, y and z are camera position in orthogonal coordinate system; θ and φ are camera position
in spherical polar coordinate system.

4 Results in numerical examples

4.1 Application to finite element analysis in structural problem

Visualization techniques are well designed and developed using GPGPU hardware and those can
present impressive artificial images. However, usual design process and analysis process doesn’t
demand for such an impressive image but accurate and easy to understand. From a practical point
of view, the library supports polygon with flat shading including alpha blending which represent
transparency effect.
Figure 5 shows an example of high resolution FE analysis image, which is resized image from
105 × 105 pixels. In the image, black lines with 1 pixel width are drawn for representing finite
elements, however no element lines cannot be seen in Fig. 5 (a). The 105 × 105 pixels image shows
element lines as shown in Fig. 5 (b). Figure 5 (b) is magnified image from the 105 × 105 pixels
image. Gradated color is very smoothly distributed in spite of linear interpolation of gradated color.
Engineers want to see finite elements even if a very large scale mesh. Since manipulations of 2-
dimensional image is processed very fast, magnification and reduction processes are done for a short
time.

4.2 Application to particle based method in fluid dynamics

Figure 6 shows another example of very high resolution analysis by explicit MPS method. The visu-
alization is conducted using transparent object and solid colored particles. Figure 6(a) shows 16,000
× 12,800 pixels image which is enough resolution to examine fluid flow velocity and vorticity. Fig-
ure 6(b) is magnified image of velocity from the original image. A large number of particles forms
the 3-dimensional configuration of fluid surface in Fig. 6(b), since the sufficient resolution of images
keeps shadow of each particle and automatically makes the surface formed.

5 Conclusions

We have developed library software to visualize scientific computation results on the next generation
supercomputer. LexADV VSCG generates very fine images on the parallel environment efficiently.
Interactivity is one of the important issue for examination of analysis result. We have also proposed
interactive operation way by simple representation of spherical polar coordinate system. In particu-
lar structural analysis engineers usually examine the result using interactive visualization software.
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(a) whole view

(b) magnified view

Figure 5: Visualized results for finite element model with 105 × 105 pixel resolution: (a)
whole view, (b) magnified view.
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(a) whole view of velocity and vorticity

(b) magnified view of velocity field

Figure 6: Visualized results for MPS analysis with 30, 000× 20, 000 pixels resolution: (a)
whole view of velocity and vorticity, (b) magnified view of velocity field at the same time
step.
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Basic visualization techniques are already implemented in the library. Huge amount of data, can-
not be downloaded through network, is computed by supercomputers. Automated process to obtain
the best visualization results is required for the next generation visualization software. The library
just provides fundamental functions and reliability. The library is now developed in progress and is
evaluated for more modifications to ensure reliability.
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